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Agenda Topics

▪ An introduction to Blockchain

▪ Including cryptocurrencies 

▪ Technology and Implementation

▪ A Brief introduction to Cryptocurrencies

▪ Blockchain patent landscape

▪ Strategic considerations for obtaining Blockchain Patent 

▪ Including recent and upcoming changes

• Monetization
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No Key Consensus on Blockchain

“ We don't own any, we're not short any, we'll never have a position in them.” Warren Buffett 

“The blockchain is real. You can have cryptodollars in yen and stuff like that.... you got to look at every one 
individually. The bitcoin was always to me what the governments are going to feel about bitcoin when it gets 
really big. And I just have a different opinion than other people.”    Jamie Dimon

“Well, I think it is working. There may be other currencies like it that may be even better. But in the meantime, 
there’s a big industry around Bitcoin. — People have made fortunes off Bitcoin, some have lost money. It is 
volatile, but people make money off of volatility too.” Richard Branson

“ [Bitcoin] is a remarkable cryptographic achievement. The ability to create something which is not 
duplicable in the digital world has enormous value.”  Eric Schmidt 

“PayPal had these goals of creating a new currency. We failed at that, and we just created a new payment 
system. I think Bitcoin has succeeded on the level of a new currency, but the payment system is somewhat 
lacking. It’s very hard to use, and that’s the big challenge on the Bitcoin side.”  Peter Thiel 

“Bitcoin is better than currency in that you don't have to be physically in the same place and, of course, for 
large transactions, currency can get pretty inconvenient.”    Bill Gates

10An Introduction to Blockchain



What Is Blockchain?
▪ A fundamental technology; OR

▪ A protocol for data storage and management and 
history retention; OR

▪ A public database for recording transactions; OR

▪ All of the above

▪ Based on Merkle trees

▪ Every leaf is labeled relative to its parent

▪ U.S. Patent No. 4,309,569, Granted in 1982 to 
Stanford Univ.

▪ Uses cryptographically secured chain of blocks to track 
transactions

▪ a public encryption approach in combo with 

▪ a private encryption approach

▪ Potentially disruptive technology

▪ Applicable across many industries

11



Blockchain—A Foundational Technology

▪ Blockchain is a protocol and a storage mechanism

▪ Applications can be built which use blockchain technologies

▪ Particularly useful in emerging technologies, examples:

➢ Artificial Intelligence

▪ Sample Government use: Illinois now considering (as of 1/31/18) use to 
manage residents’ IDs, including tax, voting, driver licenses….

➢ Info owned by citizens

➢ Sharable with Government agencies

➢ Brings transparency to transactions

▪ Sample non-Government use – e.g., generally unregulated space

➢ Transactions not necessarily aligned with all legalities

➢ E.g., cannabis

12



What Is Blockchain?
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Data 1:

Ann -> Bob $5
Cal -> Dan  $14

BLOCK 1

Unique 
Signature

52B

Data 2:

Joe -> Bob $2
Bob -> Ray $8
52B

Data 3:

Mary -> Joe $3
Len  -> Fay $8
6X3

BLOCK 2 BLOCK 3

Unique 
Signature

6X3

▪ Each added block includes a unique number (hash) calculated from the 
content of the block and the hash from the prior block

▪ If data changes in any block, the hash values will no longer match and 
the changes will be detected

▪ Copies of the chain can be stored in a distributed manner.

▪ Various ways to validate request to add data to the chain. Consensus

▪ Data can be cryptographically secured, such as by using public/private 
key encryption



A Typical Blockchain Transaction
Someone requests a transaction

▪ Could be public, could be in a private space

The request is broadcast to a P2P network of nodes.  Nodes contain 
predefined algorithms for validating transactions. 

▪ Multiple nodes can compete to be the first to validate (mining)

Once verified, the transaction is added to the end of a chain of prior 
transactions.  

▪ Persistent, redundantly and distributively stored

▪ Permanent, unalterable

Transaction complete
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Key Benefits to Blockchain 
Implementers
▪ Open source code exists and works –

▪ Rapid deployment possible for private use

▪ No need to design from scratch

▪ Patentability?  Existence can make novelty an issue

▪ Controllable transaction costs

▪ Storage means and costs well understood

▪ Cost reduction over life cycle

▪ May not need to audit

▪ No trusted intermediary needed
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Key Benefits to Blockchain Users

▪ Visible transactions

▪ Easy to view and retrieve later

▪ Highly fault tolerant

▪ Redundant storage possibilities

▪ Permanence to records

▪ Unalterable

▪ Distributed

▪ Decentralized
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Cryptocurrencies
▪ Implemented using Blockchain protocols

▪ Cryptocurrencies
▪ No intrinsic value, only market value

▪ No physical form

▪ No central authority (e.g., bank) required to define value

▪ Some are tied to specific companies/groups though (Facebook coin proposal)

▪ Blockchain protocols cryptographically secured chain of blocks to track 
transactions

▪ a public encryption approach in combo with 

▪ a private encryption approach

▪ Validation process ensures a transaction is valid before it is added to the 
chain. Prevents spending the same coin twice  

▪ Completely decentralized implementation

▪ Multiple copies of the blockchain stored on the network  
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Attributes of Bitcoin

▪ A Bitcoin—each one is unique

▪ Parsable–one bitcoin can be subdivided

▪ Traceable to a parent

▪ Unregulated by government, “regulated” by protocol

▪ Protocol basis – not unlike telecom (SS7) or Internet (IP)

• Market-based pricing

• Algorithmic

• Mining

• Transactional (in Exchanges, as an example)

▪ Crowd sourced tracking

18An Introduction to Bitcoin



Bitcoin in Specifics—”The Killer App?”

▪ One of many Blockchain-based cryptocurrencies

▪ Un-backed by a Government; not traditional banking

▪ Controlled supply under a defined protocol

▪ Public and private keys combined for transactions

▪ Incentives for ledgerizing transactions

▪ First successful miner granted Bitcoin currency

▪ Some early adopters (speculators?) have become life-altering wealthy
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Blockchain Today

▪ Rapidly deployed in many industries beyond merely cryptocurrencies

▪ Some protocols are limited.  Others allow wide flexibility and can store 
data and functional software (e.g., smart contracts)

▪ Numerous potential issues of security and reliability exist

▪ Regulations are starting to appear

➢ China, Japan, Australia

20An Introduction to Blockchain >> Technology and Implementation 



Blockchain— Applies Across Many 
Industries
▪ Cryptocurrencies (incl. Bitcoin) 

▪ Financial Services and capital 
markets

▪ Example: Automated 
payment scheme 

▪ Tracking and Traceability 
Applications

▪ Mobile payments

▪ Automated voting systems

▪ Medical record management

▪ Governmental services

▪ Land registration

▪ Smart contracts

▪ Manufacturing and Retail

▪ Supply chain management 
(e.g., inventory tracking, 
ordering, payment)

▪ Product pedigree

▪ Social media* 

▪ Content access and 
authenticity

▪ Computer / Gaming industry

21
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A Technologist’s View of Blockchain -
Drawing analogy to Telephony
Analog - the path from “Plain Old Telephone Service” (POTS) to Internet 
services

▪ Service evolution examples:

➢ Rotary to touch tone

➢ Out of band signaling

➢ Calling card

▪ New services above a defined protocol

➢ Need for new and varied architectures

➢ New architecture leads to new players

➢ Building on top of protocol 

▪ Industry agreements and later Standards (Governmentally sanctioned)

Digital and expansion into advances services (data and video)
▪ Services not known at the start

▪ Interoperability still key, Standards bodies still exist

New platforms, protocols, architectures
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Applying Telephony Model to 
Blockchain
▪ No true “standards” (yet?), but core protocol does exist (and not 

patentable)

▪ Services built on top of protocol – some core, some not

➢ Patent possibilities exist

▪ Industry bodies being created to address interoperability (and other 
issues)

➢ Includes patent pools

▪ Patent possibilities

➢ Core technology already in public domain – not patentable

➢ Advances applications and services

➢ Improvements in protocol implementations (e.g., fixing a security gap)

➢ Must conform to patent laws, even as they evolve

23



Examples of Potentially Patentable 
Core Technologies* 
New and improved approaches to:

▪ Transaction protocols, processing and validation methods

▪ Security

▪ Digital wallets

▪ Smart contract platforms

▪ Mining

▪ Consensus methodologies

▪ Merchant services

▪ Ledger data mining and analysis

24
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Examples of Potentially Patentable 
Applications 
▪ Functionally unique currencies 

and tokens

▪ Payment applications – POS, P2P, 
remittances

▪ Lending – P2P, microlending

▪ E-commerce, micropayments

▪ Smart Contract Applications

▪ Decentralized Storage Identity 
Management

▪ Securities Markets and Services

▪ Shareholder Management, Share 
Registries

▪ Crowdfunding

▪ Title Systems, IP Rights, DRM, 
Royalty tracking and payments

▪ Voting Systems

▪ Digital Escrows

▪ Data Analytics

▪ Supply Chain

▪ Loyalty Programs

▪ IoT applications leveraging 
Blockchain

▪ Health Records

▪ Energy and Utilities Applications

▪ Games, Gaming and Wagering

25
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Sample Patents

Examples: Individual inventors, Bitcoin company, telecom company, 
entertainment company

▪ IoT device and storing sensor information; Bao Tran – US Patent No. 
9,849,364

▪ Overcoming security vulnerabilities; Coinbase - US Patent No. 9,735,958

▪ Detecting and mitigating malicious Blockchain transactions; British 
Telecom – US Patent No. 9,807,106

▪ Electronic ticketing for venue access; Live Nation – US Patent 9,792,742
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Patentability Requirements
Utility patent application must conform to several statutes, including:
1. 35 U.S.C. § 101--Whoever invents or discovers

▪ New and useful process (“a method”)
▪ Machine (“an apparatus” or “a system”)
▪ Manufacture
▪ Composition of matter, or
▪ Any improvement thereof

Judicial Exceptions, including relative to business methods:
▪ Abstract idea (such as mathematical algorithms)
▪ Natural phenomena and laws of nature
▪ “Disembodied mathematical algorithms and formulas”
▪ “Mental processes”

“Alice” issues – “significantly more” needed for patentability
▪ Applies directly to Blockchain

2. 35 U.S.C. § 102–novelty
3. 35 U.S.C. § 103–“not obvious”
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Novelty and Non-Obviousness Concerns

▪ Basic blockchain technology dates back to 1982

▪ 2008 white paper “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System” 
published under pseudoname “Satoshi Nakamoto” 

▪ Wide variety of open-source blockchain software is available.

▪ Large wave of patent applications filed over past few years:

28
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Alice’s Impact

▪ Alice v. CLS Bank Int’l, 573 U.S. 208 (2014)
▪ Applies to business methods

➢ Not limited to method claims
➢ Ruling relied on Mayo v. Prometheus

▪ Biggest take away is “something more”
▪ Other portions of holding:

➢ A mere instruction to implement an abstract idea on a computer “cannot 
impart patent eligibility”

➢ “[T]he mere recitation of a generic computer cannot transform a patent-
ineligible abstract idea into a patent-eligible invention:

➢ “Stating an abstract idea while adding the words “apply it” is not enough”
➢ “Nor is limiting the use of an abstract idea to a particular  technological 

environment”
➢ No overbroadness

▪ Alice rejections became fast and furious
▪ Post-Alice claims tend toward narrowness
▪ Recognition that patent law is continuously changing
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Alice Carve Out Examples

▪ Court cases came to indicate areas where patentability was allowed 
under Alice

▪ Examples

➢ DDR Holdings v Hotels.com, 773 F.3d 1245 (Fed. Cir. 2014)

▪ Solving a technical problem particular to the Internet 

➢ Enfish, LLC v. Microsoft Corp., 822 F.3d 1327 (Fed. Cir. 2016)

▪ A way that improves data storage may be patentable

➢ Berkheimer v. HP Inc., 881 F.3d 1360 (Fed. Cir. 2018)

▪ “Well-understood, routine, conventional activity only when the examiner can 
readily conclude that the element(s) is widely prevalent or in common use in 
the relevant industry”
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2019 USPTO Guidelines

Opens the door wider:

▪ Look at the claim as individual elements and as a whole

▪ If the recited exception is integrated into a practical application of the 
exception, then the claim is eligible

▪ More cases being allowed, fewer 101 rejections

▪ Courts are not bound by the guidelines and take a stricter approach.
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The Specification and Claims
Specification – should be highly robust and descriptive

▪ Provide as much definition as possible

Including with seemingly common terms

▪ Describes the benefits

▪ Provide content to correspond to business method cases

▪ Articulate machine/transformation details

▪ Describe where the inventiveness is and why it is inventive

➢ The details of “significantly more”

▪ Distinguishing from the ordinary ways

▪ Distinguishing from known algorithms

Claims –

▪ Support for the claims must be in the Specification

▪ Allowed claims tend to be narrow and wordy
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Sample Claim from US Patent 
9,495,668 (EMC Corp)
A method comprising:

▪ receiving, at a first processing device from a second processing device, a request for access to a given 
resource controlled by the first processing device;

▪ sending, from the first processing device to the second processing device, a set of values responsive to 
receiving the request for access to the given resource, the set of values being usable to compute a 
solution to a first problem involving inversion of a first one-way function;

▪ receiving, at the first processing device from the second processing device, a given value representing a 
potential solution to the first problem;

▪ providing, at the first processing device, access to the given resource by the second processing device 
responsive to verifying the given value as a valid solution to the first problem; and

▪ utilizing, at the first processing device, the given value as an input for computing a solution to a second 
problem involving inversion of a second one-way function;

▪ wherein a valid solution to the second problem uses as input the valid solution to the first problem; and

▪ wherein the set of values comprises a supplementary value specific to a particular instance of the first one 
way problem and the second processing device, the supplementary value being used as an input to the 
first  one-way function by the second processing device.
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Blockchain Patent Players

▪ Key players

➢ Banks and financial intuitions (e.g. Bank of America, Mastercard)

➢ Computer companies (e.g., IBM, Microsoft, Paypal, Intel)

➢ Non-practicing Entities (NPEs)

➢ Specific industry players (e.g., media companies including 
Ticketmaster)

➢ Supply chain management (e.g., Wal-Mart)
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Summary of Granted Patents

▪ Very distributed – no single holder has a dominant position

▪ US and foreign companies

▪ Exceedingly diverse industries

▪ Mostly narrow claims

▪ Generally directed to business methods—Alice Issues

▪ Alice rejections being overcome
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Pending 101 Legislation

Proposed replacement for section 101 is before Congress. Several days of 
hearings in early June 2019 before the Senate subcommittee on IP

▪ Intent of the bill is to overturn Alice, give a very broad scope to patent eligible 
subject matter, and divorce the question of eligibility from patentability under 
Sec. 102, 103, and 112

▪ Clear divisions between those supporting an easier standard and those who 
worry about impact of overly broad patents and ways to reduce opportunistic 
patent trolling

▪ Update to section 112 to require more detailed disclosure in support of support 
functional claim language.  Generally codifies Williamson v. Citrix Online, 792 F.3d 
1339 (Fed. Cir. 2015)
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Pending 101 Legislation

If this or similar legislation does pass, it will be easier to avoid Sec. 101 issues 

▪ Cannot predict where law might be in 5 or 10 years.  (E.g., “means for” language 
was initially viewed as being very broad and now is construed narrowly)

▪ Overall benefit of drafting applications with a robust disclosure that details 
technical problems and solutions offered by the invention.  Gives the most 
flexibility in drafting claims to avoid prior art
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Draft Legislation

Section 100:
(k) The term "useful" means any invention or discovery that provides specific and 
practical utility in any field of technology through human intervention

Section 101:
(a) Whoever invents or discovers any useful process, machine, manufacture, or 
composition of matter, or any useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent 
therefor, subject to the conditions and requirements of this title

(b) Eligibility under this section shall be determined only while considering the 
claimed invention as a whole, without discounting or disregarding any claim 
limitation

Section 112
(f) Functional Claim Elements—

An element in a claim expressed as a specified function without the recital of 
structure, material, or acts in support thereof shall be construed to cover the 
corresponding structure, material, or acts described in the specification and 
equivalents thereof
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Additional Legislative Provisions

▪ The provisions of section 101 shall be construed in favor of eligibility

▪ No implicit or other judicially created exceptions to subject matter 
eligibility, including “abstract ideas,” “laws of nature,” or “natural 
phenomena,” shall be used to determine patent eligibility under section 
101, and all cases establishing or interpreting those exceptions to 
eligibility are hereby abrogated

▪ The eligibility of a claimed invention under section 101 shall be 
determined without regard to: the manner in which the claimed 
invention was made; whether individual limitations of a claim are well 
known, conventional or routine; the state of the art at the time of the 
invention; or any other considerations relating to sections 102, 103, or 
112 of this title.
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Strategy in Preparing Patents 
Directed to Blockchain Technology
Specification - Identify and articulate novel approaches and architectures

▪ Robust disclosure

▪ What is the invention?
➢ What is the “something more” over the core technology

▪ Define terms carefully and completely

▪ What is the core part of the invention (hint: it probably isn’t Blockchain itself)
➢ Advancing Blockchain?

➢ Using Blockchain to achieve a bigger goal?

➢ Combining Blockchain with something else?

Be specific regarding achieving patentability
▪ Determine what is the core part of the invention (hint: it probably isn’t 

Blockchain itself)

Aim (ultimately) for both broad and narrow coverage

Consider performing regular novelty and freedom-to-operate searches
▪ Technology is changing quickly
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Drafting a Blockchain Patent with 
Assertion in Mind
By its nature blockchain technology is distributed and decentralized.  
Multiple participants who can be spread all over the globe

Divided infringement issue  

▪ Need a direct infringer to find infringement under 35 USC 271(a)

▪ No induced or contributory infringement without direct infringement
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Consider Who “The Actor” Is 

Method claims

Akamai Technologies Inc. v. Limelight Networks Inc. 797 F.3d 1020 (Fed. Cir. 
2015)

▪ Combine acts of multiple parties for purpose of direct infringement when 
the first party:
(1) “conditions participation in an activity or receipt of a benefit upon 

performance of a step,” 
(2) “establishes the manner or timing of that performance.”

Travel Sentry Inc. v. Tropp, 877 F.3d 1370 (Fed. Cir. 2017)
Level of cooperation or control can be considered broadly. Not limited to 
contract / Agency
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Consider Who “The Actor” Is 

System Claims:

Uniloc USA, Inc. v. Microsoft Corporation, 632 F.3d 1292 (Fed. Cir. 2011)

▪ Single actor. Mere interaction with second party is not divided infringement (e.g., 
means to receive e-mail)

Centillion Data Sys, LLC v Qwest Communs Int’l Inc, 631 F.3d 1279 (Fed Cir 2011).

▪ System components are possessed by different actors

▪ “To  ‘use’ a system for purposes of infringement, a party must put the invention 
into service, i.e., control the system as a whole and obtain benefit from it”

▪ “Use” does not require a party to “exercise physical or direct control over each 
individual element of the system”

Intellectual Ventures I LLC v. Motorola Mobility LLC, 870 F.3d 1320 (Fed. Cir. 2017)

▪ “Proof of an infringing ‘use’ of the claimed system under § 271(a) requires the 
patentee to demonstrate that the direct infringer obtained ‘benefit’ from each 
and every element of the claimed system”
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Consider Who “The Actor” Is 

Extraterritoriality

NTP, Inc. v. Research In Motion, Ltd., 418 F.3d 1282 (Fed. Cir. 2005)

▪ “a process cannot be used ‘within’ the United States as  required by section 
271(a) unless each of the steps is performed within this  country”

▪ “The use of a claimed system under section 271(a) is the place at which the 
system as a whole is put into service, i.e., the place where control of the 
system is exercised and beneficial use of the system obtained”
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Approach to Patent Protection

▪ Look to obtain what you can as soon as you can
➢ You gotta be in it to win in

➢ Consider detailed claims

➢ Consider accelerating examination

▪ Claims - Assure that claim scope covers what you believe is novel, and is 
not solely directed to a broad field

▪ Draft claims with various participants and possible locations in mind

▪ Once you have a grant, there is opportunity for entering it in patent pools
➢ Shared license possibilities

▪ Continuation practice
➢ Opportunity for additional patents

▪ Could have broader coverage

▪ Can be focused on evolvingly important aspects

➢ Can leverage changes in patent law as it evolves
▪ Law can make granted patents invalid
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Monetizing Blockchain Patents

Traditional avenues for monetization can all apply Blockchain patents 
landscape and tech market is still in the early stages  

▪ Large volume of patents in the pipeline

▪ Volume commercialization is still in the future but many applications are 
being developed by big players in variety of industries (Tech companies / 
banks / merchants) 

▪ Patent holders waiting for market to develop

▪ Too early to know for sure which way things are going

To date no patent lawsuits have been filed on blockchain / bitcoin / 
distributed ledger patents.

▪ Blockchain tech has potential to have a large market share

▪ Suits will be filed when critical mass is reached and enough money is on 
the table
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Patents as a Revenue Product

▪ Patent trolling could be brewing *…..

▪ The surge in the price of bitcoin has brought attention to the Blockchain, 
the technology that underlies digital currencies

▪ Banks and other corporations are interested in the Blockchain as a new 
method of executing transactions

▪ Patent trolls could also make a play for Blockchain intellectual property as 
the innovative field emerges similar to the software boom of the 90s

47
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Commercializing Blockchain 
Patents
Blockchain Patents Already Being Sold!

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 18, 2018 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE)—Marathon Patent Group, 
Inc. (Nasdaq: MARA), today announced that it has entered into a purchase 
agreement to acquire four patents related to the transmission and exchange 
of cryptocurrencies between buyers and sellers
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Industry Concerns About Patent 
Enforcement Companies
One key player is nChain Holdings

▪ About 30 published US patent applications related to aspects of block-chain 
technology

▪ Equal numbers in Europe and Japan  

▪ Three issued patents related to virtual currency systems 

▪ Chief scientist Craig Wright

➢ Claims to have filed hundreds of blockchain patent applications since 2017

➢ Also claims to be to be Satoshi Nakamoto, inventor of Bitcoin

Patent vendors are offering blockchain / digital currency patents for sale
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Most Licensing Activities Have Been 
Primarily Defensive in Nature 
▪ Actions to reduce threat of patent enforcement actions that may stifle 

industry

▪ Tech is built on a framework of open source and public domain materials 
– result is narrower, more focused patents

▪ Lessons from internet patent bubble and impact of patent enforcement 
on start-up companies 
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Chamber of Digital Commerce —
Blockchain IP Council
• Established in 2017 to “promote blockchain innovation and help 

companies better navigate intellectual property decision-making 
processes”

• At least 70 companies involved.  Members include Blockstream, Bloq, 
IBM, Microsoft, Digital Currency Group, Ernst & Young, Gem and others

• Issues addressed include strategies to address patent enforcement 
companies
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Defensive Patent Pooling 
Strategies 
Analogy with Linux “Open Invention Network”

▪ licensee grants royalty-free patent licenses to OIN and to other OIN licensees, and receives royalty-free 
patent licenses from other OIN licensees

▪ Major members include Google, IBM, Red Hat  

▪ About 3000 licensees.  OIN itself has about 1000 assigned patents

LOT Network - formed in 2014 by Google, Red Hat and Canon

▪ Many businesses may fail or shift focus and their patents can end up on the market

▪ Member companies pledge to give other members a free license to any of their patents upon transfer of 
the patent to an assertion entity along with a release for all prior infringement claims

▪ June 3 2019 press release -- several blockchain companies partnered with the LOT network (Peer 
Mountain, MARKNetwork and IBISA)

Defensive Patent License (DPL) -- copyleft-style license for patents.

DPL company commits to puts its patents inside the DPL and not to bring an infringement claim against any 
DPL member

▪ Members are free to use patented technology of other DPL members. Commit to make patents they have 
or may get in the future available to other members on the same terms

▪ Blockstream – company that offers crypto currency and blockchain platforms -- has offered its patents 
under the DPL
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Standard Setting Organizations

ISO/TC 307 - Blockchain and distributed ledger technologies.  

Standards under development include:

▪ Reference architecture

▪ Legally binding smart contracts

▪ Both have target date for initial publication of late 2021.

Raises issues of standard-essential patents, FRAND licenses, 

Other related ISO standards groups for Blockchain/Distributed ledger 
include:

▪ Interactions between smart contracts in blockchain and distributed ledger 
technology systems 

▪ Privacy and identity management 

▪ Security management  and security risks, threats and vulnerabilities
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Interesting Use - Patent Validation 

▪ Patents often are directed to improvements in previously patented 
technology

▪ Present approaches to determine prior art and patentability are 
somewhat subjective

▪ Blockchain could be usable to form a history chain

➢ The history chain of invention can be instructive to determine novelty

▪ Similarly, Blockchain may be usable to identify

➢ Prior art in a chain

➢ Ownership 

▪ Claim history can potentially become traceable
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Another Interesting Use - Patents as a 
Commodity
Example of patents as a commodity

▪ IPwe:  “…the global patent system has many flaws and the blockchain and 
machine-learning algorithms offer ways to improve it” 

➢ Access to patent data: IPwe is creating a blockchain-based registry to 
tackle the lack of access to good information on patent transactions 

➢ Patent validity and worth: Applying machine-learning algorithms over 
core technology to better evaluate patent validity and worth

➢ Ownership: Attempting to definitely determine patent ownership

▪ Goal: turn the fragmented world of patents and patent transactions into a 
broad asset class

➢ Draw investment interest

➢ E.g., use blockchain to determine best return
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Questions?
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Thank you
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